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  The nature and scope of this paper should be made explicit at the outseL

This paper presents case studies of public corporation employee strikes

since the early 1970's, classified into two groups according to their
demands :

  1) strikes demanding legislative action.

  2) strikes over safety and health issues.

I. STRIKE PROHIBITION . LEGAL FRAMEWORK AND
    JURISDICTION
    Just as U. S. Iaws in the federal public sector prohibit public
employees from striking, Japanese laws in the public sector prohibit
public corporation employees as well as civil servants from striking.
The similar legal provisions of the two countries may be attributable

to the historical circumstances by which the U. S. Occupation Forces

after World War II brought to Japan the type of laws in the public

sector then existing in the U. S.(iÅr '
    Both the Japanese Public Corporation and National Enterprise
Labor Relations Act (PCNELRA) and U. S. Iaws(2) flatly prohibit
strikes under penalties whose constitutionality have been sustained by

the respective Supreme Courts. (3)
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    Article 17, paragraph 1 of the PCNELRA provides that
        Employee and unions shall not engage in a strike, slowdown
        or any other acts of dispute hampering the normal course of
        operation of the public corporation and national enterprise
        against it, nor shall any employees as well as union members
        and union officers conspire to effect, instigate or incite such

        prohibited conduct.

    This anti-strike provision was held cons.titutional by the Supreme

Court of Japan in the Nagoya Central Post Office (Nageya Chti-Ya) case

on May 4, 1977. (4) The Court's reasoning upholding the constitu-
tionality of the prohibition was somewhat similar to that used in the
U. S. Supreme Court decision in Abood v. Detroit Bd. of Education in

1977. (5) The Japanese Supreme Court in the Nagoya Central Post
Office case found the public sector employment and private sector em-

ployment to warrant different treatment of strikes in the two sectors.

    The Court gave five basic justifications for this difference in
legality of strikes. Firstly, the resources for •salaries and wages of

public corporations are derived from public corporations' assets which

belong to the nation. These resources are not profits earned by pri-

vate establishments. Secondly, terms and conditio'nsof employment of
public employees should be decided using political, financial and social

criteria. The decision-making process of terms and conditions of
public employment should be subject to debate in the legislature in ac-

cord, ance with the rules of a democratic nation, the process of which

is not based on agreement through autonomous collective bargaining as

in the private sector. Further, the terms and conditions of employ-
ment in the public corporations should be determined by legislative
debate in accordance with the principle provided in article 83 of the

Constitution of Japan that "the power to administer national finances

shall be exercised as the National Assembly shall determine."

    Thirdly, strikes in the public sector distort the legislative
decision-making process, and therefore violate the principles of leg-

islative and judicial supremacy provided for in articles 41 and 81 of

the Constitution. Strikes in the public sector could interfere with
the representatives' voting right in the National Assembly.

    Fourthly, the restraint of the market does not function in the
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                                                               'public sector. The right to strike would put unrestricted pressure on

the Governmental Administration and the National Assembly in determ•

ining public employees' terms and conaitions of employment. The
pressure from strikes increases the dangers of distorting decision-
'making because of public corporations' market monopoly and resulting
publieity. These factor's differentiate public sector employment from

that in the private sector where the profit motive is'the primary de-

termlnant.
    Lastly, employees in the publie sector are hired by the government

upon delegation by the publie. Their employers are the public and
their services are performed for the interests of the general public.

    Strikes cause public services to more or less cease and they bring

or might bring serious detriment to the eommon interests of the gen-
eral public, including workers.

    By using the above legal reasoning, the Supreme Court ruled that
the flat strike prohibition provisions with their penalties were con•

stitutional. As this case concerned strikes which disturbed the
ordinary operation of postal serviees, in violation of the Postal Service

Act which provides for eriminal penalties as well as in violation of the

PCNELRA, the criminal convictiQns of the union leaders of the
Postal Workers' Union were affirmed.

    The strong similarities between this Japanese Supreme Court
decision and the U.S. Supreme Court deeision in the Adood case are
noticeable' in at least two of the legal justifications cited above. The

similar legal theories are that public sector strikes distort the political

process of decision-making through budgetary appropriations, and that

public sector strikes induee excessive pressure because of the lack of

market constraints. These theories are also found in the New York
Court of Appeals case of Rankin v. ShanJker and City of New York v.
DeLury both of which were decided in 1968. (6) Judge Fuld affirmed in

these cases the constitutionality of the Taylor Law of New York State

which flatly prohibits public employee strikes. Judge Fuld used rea-
sons similar to the two mentioned above, the Taylor Report(7) which

was the basis of the Taylor Law when enacted in 1966.

    The Taylor Report was discussed in detail in 1967 in Professor
George Taylor's paper(8), the author of which was the chairman of the
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Taylor Committee which published the TaYlor ReporL This Prefes-

 sor's thesis was later espoused by Professors Wellington and Winter
 in,their writingsf9) The "striking similarities between the (Japanese)

 court's logic and the views expressed in the Taylor Report (and. •. .)

 the thesis espoused by Professors Wellington and Winter"(iO} are also

pointed out by Tokyo University Professor Kazuo Sugeno, formervis•
iting scholar to Yale Law School.

    Differences exist, however, between the Japanese PCNELRA and
 the U.S. Iaw concerning strike prohibition in the public sector. First,

the coverage of the laws are different. The PCNELRA is applied to
 the "three public corporations" and the "five national enterprises".

The Japan National Railways (JNR), the Japan Telegraph and Telephone

Public Corporation and the Japan Tobacco and Salt Monopoly Corpora•
tion are the three public corporations. The postal services, the state:

owned Forestry Agency, the Government Printing Office, which
 includes the Currency Printing Office, the Currency Mint, and the
Alcohol Monopoly are the five national enterprises.(ii)

     Secondly, the differences will be found in the number of illegal

strikes, and the number of employees disciplined because of them. The

number of strikes by public corporations, including the JNR and the
Postal and Telecommunications Department from 1965 to 1976 is 90,
while that of other concerted activities such as slowdowns is 84.(i2)

2,476,969 employees were disciplined in some form from 1949 to
1976 because of illegal strikes!i3)Most of the disciplinary actions were

warnings, (1,913,630), while only 92 employees were diseharged
because of illegal strikes. {i4)

    The main difference between Japanese laws and the U.S. Iaw in the

public seetor lies in the provisions of the Japanese Constitution and its

interpretation by the Supreme Court. The Japanese Constitution pro-
vides in Article 25 that "All people shall have the right to maintain the

minimum standards of wholesome and cultured living" and in Article 28
that "The right of workers to organize and to bargain and act collec-

tively is guaranteed." The interpretation of these articles by the
Supreme Court as well as by the government is that public corporation

'and national enterprise employees have the right to maintain minimum
standards of daily life under Article 25, but they have not Article 28
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rights to bargain collectively or to act concertedly. 'Therefore, they

do not have any right to strike. This is the interpretation adopted by

the Supreme Court in the Nagoya Central Post Office case mentioned
above.

    In my opinion, strikes by public corporation or national enterprise

employees should not be prohibited unless they endanger the public
hea]th and safety. Such judgment should be made on a case by case
basis. This opinion derives from a progressive interpretation of the
Japanese Constitution.

    Article 28 of the Constittition, which guarantees workers' rights
to organize, to bargain collectively and to act concertedly, does not

explicitly exclude public eorporation and natienal enterprise employees

from its coverage. Article 14 of the Constitution provides for equal

treatment of people regardless of political, social or economicstatus.

This article guarantees equal treatment of public corporation and
national enterprise employees and private industry workers, who enjoy

the rights to bargain collectively and to strike under the Trade Union

    The other constitutional provisions supporting this interpretation

are article 25 providing the right to maintain a minimum level of daily

life, and article 13. Article 13 guarantees every person the rights to

be respected as an individual and to pursue his own happiness and
freedom unless the right interferes with the public welfare.

    According to the articles, public corporation and national enter•

prise employees should have the rights to maintain a minimum level of

daily life and to pursue their happiness unless they interfere with the

public welfare. The important right is that of being respected as an

individual by one's employer. This right contains the right of the
individual as a worker to preserve her dignity when it is neglected by

heremployer. Such situation might occur if she was underpaid, or
when her emploYer does not bargain in good faith.

    In some cases, the only method to get rid of such a situation will

be to strike. It is a weapon of last resort. Even public corporation
and national enterprise employees should have the right to strike as a

last resort to preserve their dignity qs workers and by doing so they

can enjoy the rights to maintain a minimum level of daily life and to
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pursue their happiness.

    The argument will be raised when public employees take strike
actions bringing inconvenience to the public that the public also has the

right to pursue his own happiness. When the conflict between the
public employees' strike and the public inconvenienee arises, the strike

should be protected by the law if the demands of the strike are sllffi-

ciently compelling to outweight the public inconvenienee. This may-
occur because employees' health and minimum living-standards depends
on their earnings, which sometimes can only be protected by strike ac-

tion. However, there should be a limitation of the public health and
safety on such strikes. No one can endanger the health and life of oth-

ers because these are fundamental to the dignity of a human being.

                          '                                                            '
IL CASE STUDIES OF TWO STRIKES

    A) The Political Demands of the 1975 Public Sector Strike

    For eight days from November 26 to Deeember 3, 1975 a political
•strike officially organized by the Council of Public Corporationand
National Enterprise Union (CPCNEU) (K6r6kyo) was carried out.('5)
The characteristics of this strike in comparison with those of the 1970

Postal Strike in the U.S. differ in three aspects: object, methods and
results.

    First, the demand of the 1975 Japanese strike was mainly politi•
cal, yet related to economic coneerns because fulfillment of the poIitical

demand would likely raise worker's economic status. The demands
were; that the government propose totheNationalAssemblyspecial
legislation abolishing the existing PCNELRA legislation prohibiting
strikes by public corporation and national enterprise employees;
that the government not take any disciplinary actions against union
members and union activities until the new legislation had passed the

National Assembly, even if "illegal" strikes occurred; and that the
government revoke all disciplinary actions taken because of past'"ille•

gal" strikes. (i6) There was no simple economic demand such a pay
raise, but rather a complicated political demand for a change in legis•

lation, whieh could be accomplished, the CPCNEU thought, by direct
negotiation with the Government.

    Secondly, the method used by the CPCNEU in this strike was an
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authorized one, that is to say, elected union officers called the strike

upon authorization by the members. The strike wascalled following
union procedures unlike the 1970 U.S. postal strike.

    Thirdly, the result of the Japanese strike yield nothing for the'

union ; the Government refused even to negotiate the matter. The Con-

servative Government refused to sit at the bargaining table with the

CPCNEU on the ground that the strike was illegal. This position was
taken under pressure from the militant conservative wing of the Liberal

Democratic Party .(LDP), which 'controlled a majority of factions
opposed to the then Prime Minister Miki who was also President of
the LDP. (i7)

    In the case of the 1975 strike in Japan, the iGovernment; reacted
to the strike by simply publicizing a unilateral statement that the strike

should be called off. (i8År The Government refused to negotiate with the

CPCNEU for three reasons.
    The Government first emphasized its view that abiding by the laws

is a fundamental precept for a democratic country like Japan. After
this general admonition, the statement gave its three reasons'for re-

fusing to negotiate. First, any strike by public corporation or national

enterprise employees was prohibited under the law. Therefore, the
strike at that very moment was undoubtedly illegal. Second, such
strike which was causing suspension of both transportation and commun-

ications was damaging the daily lives of the public during a time of

economic depression. Third, this strike was demanding the amendment
of a law which should not be made under such illegal pressure as this
strike. '

    However, the Government stated its readiness to review and to
amend, as a whole, necessary parts of the relevant law, the PCNELRA,
through debates in the National Assembly. The Government decided in
an emergency cabinet meeting held on the sixth day of the strike that it

would respect the recommendation and report made by the Expert Com-
mittee of the Ministerial Council on Public Corporations and National

Enterprises which had been published on Novemeber 26, 1975, the day
the strike had started.

    Further, the Government promised to examine necessary measures
to reinforce the three publie eorporations and the national enterprises,
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 sueh as reorganization of management, and new procedures for rate-
 setting decisions. Finally, the Government said it would try to imple•

 ment these committments as soon as possible and submit necessary bills
 for administrative reform and amendment of the laws. (i9)

      Theend Qf the strike was brought on by the pressure of public
 opinion, according to the CPCNEUi The CPCNEU decided to call off
 the week-long strike, with the reasoning that the CPCNEU sincerely
 understood that the public had been suffering from the strike, especially
 from its occurrence near the time of the yea'r's end. {20) The Govern-

 ment- had already strongly urged the CPCNEU to call off the strike by

 sending the CPCNEU the December 1 statement on the morning of
 December third. (2i)

     The unions gained nothing from the strike except reinforcement of

 their salidarity and their power to continue strikes for seven days,

' their longest strike to that date. Disciplinary actions were taken by

 the employers who were stung by CPCNEU's politicaldemand forright
 to strike legislation. The number of workers disciplined reached
 almost eighty-five percent to ninety`five percent of union membership of

 the unions affiliated to the CPCNEU. The JNR decided to discipline
 more thari 80,OOO workers on January 19, 1976, (22) the Post and Tele-

 communications Department disciplined 168,OOO workers on March
 16,(23) the Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation disciplined
 267,OOO workers on April 22,(24) and so on.

     Another measure to penalize the unions was taken by some employ-

 ers. A civil damage suit was filed by JNR claiming 20,248,OOO,OOO
 yen(S 101.24 million at the exchange rate of 200 yen to $ 1) against
 the Kokur6 (the National Railway Workers' Union) and the D6ryokusha

 (the National Railway Locomotive Engineers' Union). Also, third
 parties claimed civil damages. Passengers who would have taken JNR
 trains as their commuting transportation claimed 4,250 yen for travel-

 ling expenses incurred by shifting the JNR to the privately owned rail-

 ways or claimed 2,160 yen for a taxi fare.
     The Fruit Growers' Association brought a suitagainst the JNR and

 the union claiming 54,860,OOO yen for damages caused by differences
 in costs required to ship its tangerines.

     A commercial newspaper company sued the JNR and the union for
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             '
700,OOO yen comprising the loss of advertising revenue. (25)

    The other type of penalty against illegal strikers -criminal
sanctions against strike leaders was thought to be unavailable because
there was no explicit provision for it in the PCNELRA and there were

no court decisions that would justify criminal penalties impoSed on
illegal strike leaders under the PCNELRA at that time.

                                               '
    B) The Safety Demands of the JNR Union's Strike '
    There are recent court decisions in which a public corporation
employee union took strike actions against its employer with demands

for both the protection of their own safety as well as the public safety.

All these strikes were directed by the Locomotive Engineering Workers'

Union (LEWU) organized by employees of the Japan National Railroad
(JNR). The court decisions in these cases have been divided. The
Takamatsu High Court did not support an employer's disciplinary ac-
tions against union leaders who had directed the trains slow down at

dangerous crossings. '
    In the first case, the LEWU adopted slow down tacties, specifying
that train drivers who were union members should reduce train speed
when approaching crossings designated as "Be Careful" erossings by
the employer, JNR. Their goals were the protectionof both theirunion

members and the public. The LEWU demanded that the JNR should
make dangerous crossings safer immediately but the JNR refused the'
LEWU's demand. Therefore, the LEWU took collective actions, such
as slowing down trains, to achieve their goals.

    The JNR as an employer took disciplinary action against union
leaders who directed these slow down tactics by ordering them sus-
pensed. The main reason for suspensions was that the LEWU leaders
ordered the membership not to follow the Train Driving Manual pub-
lished by the JNR which prohibited any slow down without a suprevisor's

direction. The Takamatsu High Court refused to' support the JNR's
position. The court said that, even though the unions' slow down tac-

ticsviolatedtheTrain Driving Manual "the union's motive and the
objective of the slow down tactics cannot be ignored". Therefore, the

court concluded that even though the union's tactics of slowing down
trains would justify a light degree of disciplinary action, suspensions
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of union leaders were so heavy a punishment that the employer abused
his authority to discipline. The suspensions of union leaders were held
void. (26}

    The Takamatsu High Court in this decision found a slow down
collective action taken by a union as justified despite the provision of

the Public Corporation National Enterprise Labor Relations Act
(PCNELRA) that any kind of concerted activities against a public cor-

poration which interrupts normal operation of business is prohibited.

    It is important to note that this High Court put the stress on the

motive and objective of the slow down actions at dangerous crossings

taken by the LEWU, which aimed at the maintenance of the safety of
union membership and the public. However, this argument is still
weak because the Japanese Public Employee Labor Relations Laws do
not spell out the legality of collective actions whose goal is the protec-

tion of the safety and health. The provisions on public collective
actions contain a flat prohibition of any sort of collective actions taken

by public employees. Therefore, there was a possibility that the
courts could interpret these provisions to mean that they prohibit any

sort of collective actions regardless of their motive and objectives, if

the courts think that the methods that employees used were excessive

for achieving their objectives. In my opinion the court should have
considered the possibility of a constitutional argument for an exception

to the strike prohibition provision based on the worker's right to safe

working conditions: such an argument for a positive right to refuse
dangerous work was not discussed in this High Court decision.

    In the second case, the Maebashi District Court made a decision
on the method that the LEWU had taken to demand security of the safety

of their own membership and the public. The method the LEWU took
was a strike. The LEWU directed its membership of train drivers to
stop trains when an automatie danger warning system (ATS) installed

in each train sounded a warning. ATS would prevent a possible
accident. On the contrary, the JNR authority ordered train drivers
not to stop trains unless there was a specific situation that required

train drivers to stop trains, to switch off ATSs and to use manual

emergency brake systems when the ATSs alarm sounded. As LEWU
directed its memberships not to follow the JNR's direction, several
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 train drivers of LEWU membership stopped trains when ATSs alarm
 sounded. These actions were taken as trade union activity under the
 LEWU's direction. Responding to these activities, the JNR authority
 took disciplinary aetions against drivers who stopped trains. Discipli-

 nary actions were penalties that warned train drivers not to repeat such

 activities. The LEWU brought the case into the court by insisting that

 these penalties were void on the ground that the JNR's direction that
 train drivers should not stop trains unless there was a specific situa-

 tion requiring train stoppage was not based on any regulation, so that

 theJNR'sdirection was legally groundless. Moreover, theJNR's
 direction was against the ATS's purpose in preventing any accidents,
 Therefore, train drivers had no obligation to follow the JNR's direction

 and in fact the activities that had stopped the trains were legal and pro•

 per. Thus, theLEWU concluded that the penalties imposed on the
 drivers were void.
     The Maebashi District Court ruled that the penalties imposed on
- train drivers were legal and proper on the ground that firstly the JNR's•

 direction was legal, proper, and appropriate in view of the overallcir-

 cumstanees. Secondly, the court held that the penalized train drivers'
 activities fell under the strike prohibition provision of the PCNELRA

 17, so that such activities were illegal.

     Thirdly, the court stated that the actions which stopped the trains

 were contrary to the employer's directions. The penalized drivers put

 trains under their control in accordance with the LEWU directions.
 This meant that the drivers went beyond withdrawing their services to

 the poi'nt of exercising workers' control over management functions.
 Such activities are not guaranteed by the Constitution, the court said.

 Article 28 only provides the workers' right to organize, bargain collec-

 tively and take collective actions. Therefore, the penalized train
 drivers' activities infringed on management prerogatives, and therefore

 constituted an illegal breaeh of their employer's right of job direction

 or constituted an illegal obstruction of a normal business operation.
 The court, further condemned the drivers' actions as inconsistent with
 the special obligation imposed on transportation workers. The court
 stated that transportation workers should drive trains strictly in ac•

 cordance with their employer's directions because the drivers were re•
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sponsible for the life and health of passengers in their transportation

Nonetheless, the penalized train drivers publicly violated this heavy

obligation by concerted activity. The effect of these violations was
so serious that the workingmorale among train driversthad deteriQrat-

ed and the public reliance on the services supplied by the JNR had also

deteriorated. Thus, in the court's opinion, the LEWU's contention
that the penalized train workers' activities which had stopped trains

were legal was a deception and affront to the public. Therefore,the
court concloded the JNR's penalties imposed on train drivers who stop-

ped trains were entirely proqer. (27) This was affirmed by the High

Court.

    It is my observation that this court decision raised many legal
is sues concerning worker's special rights to refuse dangerous work,

suchas transportation workers' special obligation to take care of
passengers, a worker's contractual duty at time of a dangerous
situation public employee union's right to strike action pressing
safety demands and a constitutional argument on public employees'
strike action.

   The important goal should be to prevent accidents as much as possi-

ble. Then, when the ATS alarm sounds, it is better to stop trains because

ATS warns a train driver that something is wrong with the train. The

condition giving rise to the alarm may turn out not to be serious, but un-

til investigated further it is always potentially very dangerous. Once

any possibility of a train accident is shown by ATS, a train driver
should stop the train regardless of employer's direction not to do so.

In fact, there were cases whereby train accidents happened when train

drivers did not stop their train when ATS warned of the accident.
For example, on December 22, 1974, a train collided head on with an-
other train in Kokubunji Statfon. In the same type of accidents 210

passengers were injured in the Ochanomizu Station in July, 1968, 758

passengers were injured in the Funabashi Station in March, 1972, 160
passengers were injured in Nippori Station in June, 1972, and a train
was derailed in Kokubunji Station in December, 1974.(28) In these
accidents, train drivers followed their employer's direction that train

drivers should switch off ATS's warning of accidents and used manual

accident prevention systems while driving trains. These aceidents
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might not have happened if the drivers had stopped in spite of their em-

ployer's directions. To stop trains when ATS warns of the possibility
of a train accident is the obligation of train drivers who are responsible

not only for their passengers and the public but also for their own safe-

ty. On this point, the Maebashi court's contention, that the penalized

train drivers should not have stopped the trains when ATS sounded
because of their strict obligation to take care of 1ife and health of passeng-

ers, cannot be accepted. On the contrary, even though the train driv-

ers, actions stopping trains against JNR's directions superficially looks

like an infringement of management prerogative as the court said such

actions should be considered as the train driver's exercise of a proper

right to do so. This right to refuse dangerous wQrk is based on OSHA
article 25 and a reasonable interpretation of the individual contract be-

tween each driver and JNR.
    The next important issue raised in the Maebashi Court decision is
that the court considered the workers' actions as a strike prohibited by

the PCNELRA. However, the workers' action in stopping the trains in
a dangerous situation were aetions taken in order to refuse excessive-
ly dangerous work. In the situation where workers refuse excessive-

ly dangerous work, their right to do so is reasonable because work-
ers have no obligation to work in such a situation. Workers only offer
their labor to their employer, not their life and health. This principle

applies to even public employees because they are first of all workers•

and citizens.
                              .    The Supreme Court in the Chiyoda Maru case ruled that a worker
has no obligation to work under an unavoidable and unforeseenable
danger which is not attached to the specific work.'(29)

III. In conclusion, the Japanese PCNELRA and the leading Supreme or
lower court decision are similar in nature to those of the U.S. in the
federal sector in that strikes are flatly prohibited with reasoning which

is irrelevant to the employees' right of maintaining their dignity and

irrelevant to industrial relations. This legal framework has not func-

tioned well to protect the public workers' dignity and therefore have

not eliminated strikes. A more realistic approach is required to solve

the problem. Strikes are unavoidable when strikers, such as the
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CPCNEU members, believe that strike action is the best method to
solve issues, especially when their safety and health is at stake. The
liberalization of the strike right to some extent will be the answer.
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